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Duke University Press, United States, 2006. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Landscapes of Power and Identity is a groundbreaking comparative history of two
colonies on the frontiers of the Spanish empire-the Sonora region of northwestern Mexico and the
Chiquitos region of eastern Bolivia s lowlands-from the late colonial period through the middle of
the nineteenth century. An innovative combination of environmental and cultural history, this book
reflects Cynthia Radding s more than two decades of research on Mexico and Bolivia and her
consideration of the relationships between human societies and the geographic landscapes they
inhabit and create. At first glance, Sonora and Chiquitos are quite different: one a scrub-covered
desert, the other a tropical rainforest of the greater Amazonian and Paraguayan river basins. Yet
the regions are similar in many ways. Both were located far from the centers of colonial authority,
organized into Jesuit missions and linked to the principal mining centers of New Spain and the
Andes, and then absorbed into nation-states in the nineteenth century. In each area, the indigenous
communities encountered European governors, missionaries, slave hunters, merchants, miners,
and ranchers.Radding s comparative approach illuminates what happened when similar
institutions of imperial governance, commerce,...
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Reviews
This type of pdf is every little thing and helped me searching forward and more. It can be writter in easy words and phrases and never hard to understand.
You will not really feel monotony at anytime of your respective time (that's what catalogues are for about should you request me).
-- Fer n B a iley
This is basically the greatest pdf i have got go through right up until now. It normally fails to cost excessive. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Genoveva La ng wor th
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